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Part 1: Explanation of the Photoelectric Effect and Theory of “Quanta” 

 

In the early 20th century, a phenomenon known as the photoelectric effect challenged 

our understanding of light and led to the birth of a new theory of physics called “quantum 

mechanics”. The photoelectric effect refers to the emission of electrons from a material 

when it is exposed to light. To understand why this phenomenon was a challenge for 

physicists at the time, let's look at it in more detail. 

When light strikes the surface of a material, the light gives its energy to electrons in 

the material. This phenomenon has some features which seemed strange at the time. 

Particularly, the energy of an electron emitted from the material is independent of the 

strength (or in another word, amount) of light. This fact seems peculiar at first sight 



because naively thinking, it is natural that the energy given to electrons should increases 

when the luminosity of light becomes stronger. 

The fact above suggests that the energy of light is a collection of some determined 

energy unit, or energy “quanta” in microscopic level, as if it is a collection of particles. 

In other words, light possesses both wave-like and particle-like properties. The wave-like 

nature of light is evident in its ability to interfere and diffract, while the particle-like 

nature is revealed through the discrete energy transfers to electrons. This particle-like 

view of light led to the birth of quantum mechanics, forever altering our perception of the 

world in microscopic level. 

 

Part 2: Interest in Photoelectric Effect and Impact of Einstein’s Interpretation 

 

Albert Einstein, who is famous for theory of relativity, introduced a revolutionary 

explanation for the photoelectric effect in 1905 and it earned him the Nobel Prize in 

Physics (not for relativity, surprisingly!) As I explained already, the photoelectric effect 

posed a challenge to physics at the time, where people understood light as a wave with 

completely continuous properties.  At that time, physicists have been interested in 

strange nature of this photoelectric effect and there were a lot of discussions on how to 

interpretate it. The idea on discrete nature of light proposed by Einstein led to the birth of 

quantum mechanics, generating a lot of discussions on new ideas to explain microscopic 

world. Physics understood without this quantum theory are often called “classical physics” 

in comparison to quantum physics. Einstein's work bridged the gap between the classical 

and quantum physics by proposing that light can also be viewed as a stream of particles 

called photons.  



Einstein's explanation of the photoelectric effect challenged the established 

understanding of light as purely wave-like. It highlighted the need to acknowledge the 

particle-like nature of light, providing new insight and generating new physics to 

challenge the microscopic world of atoms and electrons. 

 

Part 3: The Application and Influence of Einstein's Work 

 

Einstein's groundbreaking work on the photoelectric effect had a profound impact on 

science and society. It not only deepened our understanding of the fundamental nature of 

light but also paved the way for technological advancements and practical applications. I 

will explain the applications and influence of photoelectric effect itself and of Einstein’s 

work on it. 

One significant application of the photoelectric effect lies in the field of solar energy. 

Solar cells, which we can find on roofs of buildings everywhere today, rely on the 

photoelectric effect to convert sunlight into electricity. When photons from the sun strike 

the surface of a solar cell, they transfer their energy to the electrons, generating an electric 

current. This technology has transformed the way we harness and utilize energy, offering 

a more sustainable alternative to traditional power sources such as fossil fuels. 

Furthermore, the photoelectric effect has been crucial in the development of modern 

imaging techniques. In digital cameras and image sensors, the incident light triggers the 

photoelectric effect, creating an electrical signal that forms the basis of digital images. 

This advancement has revolutionized photography, giving us high-resolution imaging. 

Beyond its technological applications, Einstein's work on the photoelectric effect has 

fundamentally reshaped our understanding of the world. It highlighted the wave-like and 



particle-like duality of light, revealing the discrete nature of the microscopic world that 

is a significant feature of quantum mechanics. This profound insight has guided scientists 

in their quest to unravel the mysteries in materials around us and in the fundamental forces 

of our universe, inspiring further discoveries and groundbreaking research. 

 

In conclusion, the photoelectric effect stands as a milestone in the history of physics. 

Through the explanation of discrete or “quantum” aspects in the emission of electrons 

from materials exposed to light, Albert Einstein's work brought about a paradigm shift in 

our understanding of light and laid the foundation for quantum mechanics. Moreover, the 

photoelectric effect has also been an attractive source for innovations in technology. It 

gave birth to solar energy, which is one of the most important sustainable energy sources 

today. It is also crucial for modern imaging techniques. The photoelectric effect continues 

to inspire scientists and innovators, driving progress in both theoretical understanding of 

our world and the practical applications that shape our society. 
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